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COLORADO REGIONAL MEETING MINUTES
January 17, 2016

ITEMS TO TAKE TO YOUR AREA:
OFF THE WALL: Fun Addicts is hosting their quarterly potluck on March 13 th starting at
6pm, speakers at 7pm at 220 E Oak Street
PIKES PEAK: Learning Day, February 27th, 1:30 – 6:30 pm at 5265 N. Union St. in
Colorado Springs.
(Chicken) spaghetti event, February 13th, 5 pm - 8 pm at 2221 N. Wahsatch Ave in
Colorado Springs. It is $7 for dinner and a drink.
SERENITY UNLIMITED: PR subcommittee will hold an informational symposium in
Monticello, UT on February 29th
RD AND RDA: Our current CAR Workshop Schedule is as follows
Southern February 28th
Pikes Peak February 21st
Mile Hi March 6th
Boulder February 7th
Off the Wall March 13th
Serenity Unlimited TBD
I

OPENING ITEMS
•

The meeting started at 10:05 am.

•

Birthdays were recognized:

•

Motion to accept November minutes: Amend November minutes to reflect $5,000 going to NAWS, on page 12,
after money reimbursed to Terry and Ray.

•

Roll Call:
RCMs:
Boulder:
B.F.E.:
Mile High:
Mountains West:
Off the Wall:
Pikes Peak:
Serenity Unlimited:
Southern:

Greg G. RCM 1 Present; Vanessa RCM 2 Present
Both RCM positions OPEN
Brendan C. RCM 1 Present, Brettt RCM 2 Present
Both RCM positions are OPEN
LaDonna RCM 1 Present; John K. RCM 2 Present
Erin J-E RCM 1 Present; RCM 2 OPEN
Michael H. RCM 1 Absent; Jake RCM 2 Present
Dana W. RCM 1 Present; Karen A. RCM 2 Absent

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE:
Chair:
Kyle A. Present
Vice Chair:
Ray L. Absent
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Secretary:
Treasurer:
RD:
RDA:
CNAC Board:

Anna H. Present
Tink, Absent
Jayme S. Present
Tawni C. Present
Chuck C. Absent

CRCNA XXX
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:

Bruce B. Present
Jim M. Absent
Position OPEN

SUBCOMMITTEES:
PI:
Patty A. Present
H&I:
Gene S. Present
PR:
Dan B. Present
Web Servant:
Pat H. Present
AD-HOC:
Voting Review:
CBDM:

Ray L. Absent
Erin J-E Present

II
AREA RCM REPORTS
BOULDER
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
MILE HIGH:
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
MOUNTAINS WEST
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
OFF THE WALL:
Everything is going well in the OTW area. Good meeting attendance and groups that moved are getting settled in there new
places. The following activity is planned in our area (also can be found on our website “http://www.otwna.org/”.
Fun Addicts - Potluck Dinner and Speaker Meeting with 2 Speakers!
When: Sunday, March 13, 2016 - (Every 3 months thereafter).
Where: 220 E. Oak Street, Fort Collins. Map
Details: Potluck to start at 6pm. Fun Addicts Speaker Meeting at 7:00 p.m. Please bring tasty dishes to share!!
More: Oldtimer speaker (with over 1 year clean) - Newcomer speaker (with less than 1 year clean).
Also, New OTW black zip-up hoodies are ready to print, ordering 24 units selling for $31.00. Our re-order of long sleeve t’s
are in stock, we are reordering larger size And Danny G was elected as our new area treasurer. The RD request to hold a CAR
workshop (possibly during a valentines dance) in our area was forwarded to OTW Activities Chair. As of our last area
meetiung there was nothing done yet. I got the Activities Chair's phone number to our RD and it is my understanding that
they are working on a date together. (eerrr ,,,, for the workshop that is).
OTW has a $350 donation to Region this month.
PIKES PEAK:
Good afternoon. Pikes Peak is doing well. The GSRs are still meeting and having a monthly GSF on the first Friday of the
month at 6:30 pm. If you think your area might be interested in implementing something like this you should have some
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GSRs come down and sit in. The Area is still below our prudent reserve, but our obligations are being met at this time. We
are still in need of a Treasurer, Secretary, RCM II, and PR Chair.
Mission Possible, in Green Mountain Falls is now meeting on Sundays at 7:30 in addition to their other meeting. The GSR for
that group is also working on getting a meeting going in Divide. Sisters in Recovery is in need of support. They meet
Wednesdays at 7:30 and are a literature study meeting. They sponsor the Women’s Retreat which is in need of a Print &
Display Chair, a Web Chair, and a Fundraising and Entertainment Chair. The Fundraising and Entertainment Committee
needs support as well. The We Do Recover meeting meets Thursdays at 6 pm and will be closing at the end of the month if
they do not get some support.
PR is reaching out to Off the Wall for information about Google Voice. We currently do not have any men going into our jail
due to a lack of volunteers. We have a Learning Day planned for February 27 1:30 – 6:30 pm at 5265 N. Union St. in
Colorado Springs. Activities has a (chicken) spaghetti event planned for February 13 5 pm - 8 pm at 2221 N. Wahsatch Ave in
Colorado Springs. It is $7 for dinner and a drink.
I contacted the Secretary and Chair regarding the minutes. They did not come out on time. When they did I had questions
which were never answered. Only one Area’s announcements were placed at the top of the page. We would like to see all
announcements placed in the beginning as was the previous format. Also, the Treasurer’s report did not fit on the page. I
had to reprint the minutes after resizing it to fit. I contacted the Treasurer because her report did not include the $5,000
check to NAWS. When I inquired about it I was told the report was sent before we decided to do that. I requested an
updated report. I received one but that check was still not in the report. I asked about that and received no response. The
Areas do not have to wait until the next CRSC to get the correct reports. Pikes Peak is very concerned that we have two
signors on the checking account living together. I was told one would not be on the account but it was stated that was not
the case. Can we please get some clarification? They also want to know if bank statements are made available at this
meeting. Also, the Agenda is supposed to go out at least two weeks before region for input, and that hasn’t happened in
quite some time. I believe Tawni already mentioned it, but I think it bears repeating.
Ray L. is on the bank account, we had decided not to have 2 people in 1 household on the account, it will go on old business
for March.
SERENITY UNLIMITED :
Recovery is happening on the Western Slope. Meetings in Grand Junction are larger than
they've been in years. Monticello, UT pulls in 9-15 addicts per meeting. Moab has had to move
their meeting because of surveillance issues, and they're looking for a permanent home. Delta
and Montrose are about the same as they've been.
We had banking issues with Academy and have moved to Wells Fargo, so our new treasurer
that lives in Moab can bank at home and/or online. Because she was out of state for our last
Area Meeting, we can't be sure of our exact bottom line so I don't have a donation at this time.
I do, however have replacement checks that were drawn on the old bank and were voided.
Those were a past donation and the return of excess Regional Assembly advance.
Jill P. Has been cleared for DOC volunteering and has attended her 1st meeting at Rifle
Correctional Center. February 29 our PR subcommittee will hold an informational symposium in
Monticello, UT: this will be Russ E.’s last function as PR Chair. A huge thank you to him for his
service. PR subcommittee has created a 2016 Calendar for publication and is selling them for
$13 as a fundraiser to cover literature and other costs to carry on the business of PR, PI, and
H&I in Western Colorado.
SOUTHERN:
Hello to all the members of the regional service committee, RCM’s, GSR’s, and any member of the
fellowship reading this report.
Groups in our area
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Common Thread in Cañon city is doing well and supports meetings Monday through Sunday.
Peace of Freedom in Alamosa has seen a small increase in correlation with IP racks in two places
around town. Meetings are held Tuesdays and Saturdays.
“Addicts in the Attic” in Alamosa continues to struggle and is considering closing its doors.
Southside Survivors continues to carry the message every day after its location change.
We have made contact to two groups in our area since last region. The first is a New group by the
name of New Beginning 2 located in Pueblo, however they do not want to be a part of our area.
Secondly, we have been in touch with someone from the Walsenburg locale and hope to once again
serve them from an area perspective.
Positions
-We still have a couple open positions in the Southern Area. We have a temporary treasurer, a
vacancy for PR, and H&I Chair. No nominations or volunteers at this point
Treasury Report
The SCANA continues to be fully self-supporting with 100 dollar donation today.
Noteworthy
We have increased our PR efforts that have shown enormous return in help line phone calls. There
was a discussion about plans for SCANA’s goals and our planning process. We have started a process
with the assistance of the planning basics and look forward to how we can better serve our area this
year. We are still looking into the H&I situation in our area and hopefully we can get some willingness
to take the message into these facilities.
III
CHAIR REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
IV
VICE-CHAIR REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED Request for disbanning adhoc for voting member guideline revisions due to non-attendance.
V
SECRETARY REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
VI

OPENING CRSC TREASURER REPORT

OPENING BALANCE OF $3,942.04

VII
RD REPORT
Tawni and I took a trip out to Utah in December to attend the Zonal Forum and Workshop the CAR (Conference Agenda
Report)
It was great to have the World Board Member, Tali, with us and she helped us discuss the CAR very well.
If you have not yet done so, you can download the CAR at
www.na.org/conference
Then click on 2016 CAR material
The username and password are located directly under the words 2016 CAR material
The CAT will be out later this month and then we will begin the workshops on all of the material.
There are some interesting Motions as always in the Report and we are sure that they should bring good discussions in the
Workshops locally in Colorado.
Of course we will also workshop the CAT and provide you and your GSRs with tally sheets to bring back to the April
Assembly.
The World Board has brought 2 Motions, one of which will likely be split into 3.
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There are 12 Regional Motions in the CAR
There are also surveys for our members contained in the CAR, which we would encourage members to look at and
participate in. The intention is for the Region to collect a conscience and bring that to WSC. However, if you wish to take the
online survey you may do that as well at www.na.org/conference
We will have literature survey tally sheets for your GSRs at our workshops also.
The survey categories are:
Booklet or pamphlet length recovery literature
Service Tools
Issue Discussion Topics
Our current CAR Workshop Schedule is as follows
Southern February 28th
Pikes Peak February 21st
Mile Hi March 6th
Boulder February 7th
Off the Wall March 13th
Serenity Unlimited TBD
I am asking for reimbursement for some food expenses in Utah. $72.71
We will also very soon begin making our travel arrangements for the WSC in April of this year. Since we are on Tier THREE we
will be covering my expenses. I am not sure exactly how that works but will figure it out and let you know in March. There is
a travel agent that typically books the flights and such, so I need to figure out if I can pay her and get the same rates or if we
let WSC pay everything and then reimburse them. Chuck knows so I will find out.
I brought some fliers back for some events in Utah .
If you are interested in seeing the 7th tradition box that NAWS just came out with I have one of those also.
If you care to pick my overloaded brain, go ahead and try. Lol
CAR is world and regional motions, the CAT is mostly budgetary items.
VIII
RDA REPORT
Ditto to what Jayme reported!
I was able to attend a CAR Webinar for delegates on December 12th. It amazed me to see people from all over the world log
in to participate! A lot of good information was covered which I will incorporate into our CAR workshops for the Areas.
I am asking to be reimbursed for some food expenses from the Zonal trip in the amount of $39.47. Receipts are provided.
I would like to let this body know that I will be unable to attend the July 2016 Zonal forum as my son will be married the
same weekend. I will really miss being there especially as it will be Jayme’s last one as RD. Very excited for the wedding
though!
IX
CNAC REPORT
NO REPORT SUMITTED
X
CRCNA XXIX REPORT
TREASURER
Attached is the final treasurer's report for CRCNA 29, there will be a contribution of $13,489.21 after all expenses have
cleared. I assume someone will be there that can receive the check and make sure it makes it to the bank.
Final chech to region $13,489.21, Mile High showed concern of costs and why it makes so much, stated that F&E made a lot
throughout year and they were actually pretty frugal, and had high attendance. A lot of that money is passed around
worldwide.
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Final treasurer report is attached
XI

CRCNA XXX REPORT

CHAIR

My name is Bruce and I'm an addict, as many of you know Don O had to step down as treasurer I sent an email to this body
informing you of this. Joyce P from PPANA is willing to serve as CRCNA 30 Treasurer but unfortunately her Aunt past away
and she had to drive to Albuquerque on Friday night and cannot be here today. It is my understanding that she must be
present to be voted in. So unless there is someone else here who is willing Joyce will plan on being here in March to get
voted in. In the meantime Jim M & I are capable and willing to handle any treasurer responsibilities that may arise.
The planning for CRCNA 30 is well underway we have had two meetings. Although we had hopes to have the breakfast in
March we have decided to hold the Breakfast in April and we have extended the cutoff for the theme and logo submission to
March 1st. Easter weekend is the last weekend in March and that is something I overlooked. Our F & E Committee is currently
coordinating with Unity Day and the church where we intend on holding the breakfast
At our last meeting we voted on having a history room, as well as short video prior to the Saturday night speaker. This
video will be similar to what was done at CRCNA 25. Dave R has volunteered to put these videos together and Jim M our Vice
Chair will be heading up the history room.
The CRCNA website is up to date with the exception of a couple of minor items & you can book your hotel room now
through the link on the CRCNA Website. Please announce this so we can fill our committed room block of 265.
I have brought more call to speakers and theme and logo flyers. The programs committee has already started receiving
speaker submissions from around the country.
VICE CHAIR
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
TREASURER
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
XII
H&I REPORT
In our efforts to update the Colorado Regional list of H&I facilities we have the following information:
Off the Wall Area: 8 facilities, 19 meetings a month, 25 service members
Southern Colorado Area: 1 facility, 2 meetings a month, 2 service members
Pikes Peak Area: 4 facilities, 8 meetings a month, 25 service members
Serenity Unlimited Area: 2 facilities, 5 meetings a month, 5 service members
DOC: 9 facilities, 27 meetings a month, 52 service members
Still need information from:
Bring Freedom East Area
Boulder Area
Mile High Area
Mountains West Area
We have had 2 requests from local facilities since last regional meeting.
1. Dale L. Thompson
Correctional Counselor
FCI Florence Colorado
719-784-9100 x. 4464
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Mr. Thompson is working on putting together a list of services for the inmates releasing in the Colorado
Springs/Pueblo/Canon City area. I have been in contact with Mr. Thompson and would like to send him a packet of literature
and of course meeting lists in those areas.
2. Desiree
Resident
Tooley Hall Halfway House
4280 Kearney St.
Denver, CO
303-388-2014
Desiree called our phone line to see about getting a meeting at her facility. I have called the facility and left my information
for Desiree to call me back.
Literature Order
Order placed for 50 Basic Texts, 10 Step-Working Guides, 10 It Works, How and Why, 10 Living Cleans, and 10 JFTs for a total
of $954.20.
Project Primary Purpose
During the last regional meeting the following suggestions have been made and questions have been posed:
Guidelines
Will there be a PPP Subcommittee or will the project be under H&I subcommittee?
The need for a Bank Account
The need for Fundraising and Marketing
Accountability Structure
Are area H&I chairs on board?
How does it fit in the guidelines?
The need for a Cohesive proposal
Fit in within PR Guide vs change guidelines
We have received the guidelines that have been developed in Nebraska in 2010.
Project Primary Purpose had its first meeting to discuss regional suggestions/questions. At the meeting the need for
additional literature in our prisons was questioned. Due to inability to establish a clear need for the project to exist it was
decided not to go forward until such need can be clearly demonstrated. We scheduled our next meeting for February 21 st,
2016 at Philip S. Miller library in Castle Rock. At that meeting we should have the data to determine the need to go forward
with the project.
Discussion regarding need of literature to go to individuals in the prisons
XIII
PI Report
I apologize for being absent last Region, I had personal business to attend to.
CRCNA was a great success. We had PI slot in which we showed videos of PSA’s and had a jeopardy game. There
was much discussion about a Regional phone line, for things such as PSA’s and advertising. A big thanks to CRCNA for
donating cups for prized for our jeopardy game and to Krys G and Sammy P. for helping to make this event a success.
Regional PI met this Saturday via the phone conference and had a great discussion.
The following is what we are working on and how Region is hoping to assist with the Areas:
1. PSA’s
2. Phone Line
3. Advertising
Bar Room Bathrooms (pricing quotes next month)
4. Poster Days
5. Asking for money to hold Anymeeting. It would be about $20.00 a month.
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I am passing around copies of the Alert Magazine which will be distributed in all Colorado schools in 2016. Please
turn your attention to P. 59. Not only were we awarded advertising courtesy of the money collected from Colorado home
groups, but the PI committees decided on this article to submit, and low and behold we were picked! We are hoping to keep
this relationship and continue this effort in the future.
Grand Junction is doing a PI symposium in February and region will be donating literature for this. Please attend if
you can!
Regional Phone line. We are working on getting a google voice or live phone line for Colorado Region.
Off the Wall has completed their google voice and is up and running. They have also started PRIVATE facebook
pages for pictures of events! They are working on PSA’s
Southern is taking a grass roots approach reaching out in person to many of the contacts from the State Fair.
Also attached to our report is the follow up from the State Fair. Dan from Pueblo has collected all information and
we are continuing to track and log follow up. Please show this to your area as it is a great tool. We will be mailing literature
and letters to all contacts.
How can she spend the money in her budget? Ads in bathroom stalls, how much are we talking for in cost? $100 - $500 a
month. Company is willing to work with us. Patty will do more investigating.
XIV
PR REPORT
There isn’t anything to report on for the end of 2015. The holiday seasons really consumed my time in my personal life. It’s
also been my experience most people you might have dealings with during this time of the year are just as busy enjoying and
preparing for the season. However, since the start of the new year, PR efforts have been very active in the Colorado Region.
I’m very pleased with my progress and the progress of those who serve PR in Colorado. In the last two weeks I’ve spent a lot
of time making phone calls, sending and receiving emails and participating in meetings. It seems to be working because I’m
getting more comfortable doing it.
2015 Colorado State Fair Professional Contact Follow-ups
I began the year by making phone calls, leaving messages, and sending and receiving emails. As a result we have made
contact with 4 professionals. I’m still waiting to hear back from 6 more contacts and plan on making a 2 nd attempt to contact
them in the next few days. The details of the results of this work will be covered in the PI Report.
New Meeting to Start in the Aspen/Basalt Community
I received information from Russ in Grand Junction that an addict was wanting to start a new meeting and was seeking
resources and support. I made contact with David F. He is looking at starting one or more meetings. The details of which will
be available soon. I’ve put together a meeting start up package which I will be mailing to him this week. Since the Mountains
West Area doesn’t have a functioning service body Serenity Unlimited Area is offering their support.
H&I
We held an H&I sub-committee meeting here at 1212 Mariposa last Sunday January 10 th. The focus of this meeting was
planning for Project Primary Purpose. The details of this meeting will be covered in the H&I report. This proved to be a great
opportunity for me to meet the H&I and PI chairs from the Pikes Peak area. I got information about Pikes Peak Areas PR
efforts which have been passed along to the appropriate sub-committees chairs. It would be great if we could get H&I
chairpersons from more areas to get involved.
DOC
I spoke with Terry C. yesterday January 16th. PR’s coordinated efforts would like to receive detailed information about which
facilities need literature. How much literature does the facility need. How is the literature dispursed to the addict seeking it.
We would like to have this info for the purposes of planning Project Primary Purpose as well as for trying to budget some of
the cost of these needs into the 2017 PR budget. I look forward to getting this information from Terry C..
PI
We held a PI sub-committee meeting yesterday January 16th. We had a great attendance and a very productive discussion. A
lot is happening all across the State. Once again the details will be covered in the PI Report. I hope that we can get more
participation from other areas in our future meetings. Please encourage your PI chairs to get involved
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WEB
I spoke with Pat H on January 10th. He has completed changes to a current meeting schedule. He received a request to add
an new meeting in Pueblo to the schedule. After contacting the Southern Area to confirm this information this meeting has
been added to the schedule.
Fellowship Development Resources on Hand
I inventoried the literature resources that I received from Tawni.
See the attached inventory sheet
NAWS PR Webinar
The following is a report of what I experienced in a webinar hosted by NAWS on January 14th.
On January 14th I took part in a PR webinar hosted by NAWS. It was my first webinar. I didn’t add anything to the
conversation. For one thing, being as new to PR as I am, I saw it more as an opportunity to listen and absorb some
perspective. It was a great experience.
The webinar started with a 15 minute discussion on the topic “There is no Fellowship Development without PR”. I didn’t hear
much in this conversation that was new to me. I believe that everyone involved had similar ideas regarding PR. A few people
asked for input about what Fellowship development meant.
Next the webinar broke into smaller discussion groups and focused on 2 key topics.
Topic 1: How to maintain continuity of services in a revolving service body with service members moving in and out of
service positions.
• Mentoring by people should be encouraged as part of the requirements of service positions to the service body.
Some concerns were shared about people ending there commitment and not hanging around to support those that
stepped up.
• Alternate or assistant positions with an adequate roll-over period.
• Creation of dedicated Email acounts, Calendars, and Contact lists that are maintained and passed along with the
service position.
• Make an effort to keep things as simple as possible. Overwhelming a position with responsibilities has the ability to
break down the continuity of services.
Topic 2: PSAs; how to create one, how to air one, and how to pay for airtime?
• TV and Radio is dependent on the market area or region. Depending on the practices of the broadcasters some
areas were using free opportunities successfully and others had found that the only way to get anything on air was
to pay for airtime. One attendee shared that there area was paying around $200 for 25 spots and getting 25 free.
While another area/region shared that the same thing was costing them almost $1300.
• There is not a federal requirement that broadcasters provide any free airtime!
• Check your local area for PSA Ideas that are somewhat outside the box! One being to ask local movie theaters about
a PSA to run prior to the showing of a movie. Another Idea, ads on the local busses. Or posters in your local Jail. Or
maybe a repeating ad at the local welfare or probation office. The idea was to put some footwork into researching
the places that are likely to interact with addicts and there loved ones and find opportunities.
What’s Next
I’ve only just gotten a good start. I’ve still got a lot of the PR family in the state to reach out to and establish a working
relationship with. I received many contacts at the last region meeting that I just didn’t have an opportunity to contact in the
previous weeks. I know that it will be rewarding and fruitful for the regions PR efforts and I look forward to report on it the
next time we meet.
BUDGET
We haven’t spent anything yet in 2016. I believe that we will be in tier 3 of the following budget
See attached budget sheet
The next PR committee meeting will be at Starbucks, 1050 West Colfax, Denver, CO 80204 at 9:00 a.m. on March 20 th.
XV

WEBMASTER REPORT
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NA Colorado Update Log and Web Servant Report - (Newest updates on Top of this page)
January 7, 2016
Informational updates or discussion material:
1. It would be good to change the Owner Name and Display Name for the Colorado Region gmail account
From:
"jimmy k." <crnaweb@gmail.com>
To something like
:
"NA Colo Web Servant" <crnaweb@gmail.com>
It would be good to do this because whenever an email is sent to a newcomer or a non-addict "jimmy K." is
not our web servant. Although a venerable man, he is not recognized by many people. I will have not been
using Jimmy K. as my name when I send an email! Therefore I have been sending all responses to emails
received at crnaweb@gmail.com from a personal email account. As this is not desirable for nacolorado.org
business, I have changed the display - user name associated with the address to "NA Colo Web Servant". I
have chaged the signature to "Pat H. NA Colo Web Servant". This is better than using a non-affiliated email
account.
2. I added several links on the WSO Info page and the Service Bodies Page; regarding the 2016 World Services
Conference. The links are
2016 CAR – 2016CARv2.pdf
2016 CAR Addendum A – 12 Traditions Approval Draft (a pdf of the proposed book)
WSC_2016_Regional_Report_Form.pdf
I will add a link for the Conference Agenda Track when it becomes available.
3. I added two links on the nacolorado.org meetings page. These links are to the NAWS "A World Service Online
Meeting Locator". And, perhaps more important for GSRs and/or RCMs, a link to the "NA World Services,
Group Updates Page" for updating, adding or deleting NA Meetings (and Local Service Committee) information
on the WSO meetings database. A paragraph (which is perhaps too lengthy) has also been added to explain the
importance of updating the NAWS databases.
Meeting Updates made on 01/07/2016 January 07, 2016 is the date of the latest printable meeting list.
Mile High Area (MHA)
Updates taken from the MHA meeting list
Wednesday, Time changes: for Hope WO Dope and for Hope Fiends.
Thursday, Time changes: for Aint Dead Yet and add a New Meeting: Rindase para Ganar.
Friday, Time changes: for Aint Dead Yet and for 5th Tradition Group
Pikes Peak Area (PPA)
Updates taken from the PPA meeting list
Sunday, New Meetings: Men Getting Real and Mission Possible
Sunday, Meeting removed: Sisters in Recovery and New Horizons
- O,RF,75m - 2748 E. Pikes Peak, Colo. Springs (church, no children)
Monday, New Meeting: New Solution
Thursday, Meeting removed: Rocky Mountain Rejects
Friday, New Meeting: Celebrate Clean Time (listed on PP website, but not yet printable list)
Friday, Meeting removed: Surrender InSecurity
Friday, New Address: Dopeless HopeFiends - 5075 Flintridge Dr.
Southern Area
I received a request to list a new groups meetings (6), via the contact form on
http://nacolorado.org/contact/. The new group that wished to have their meetings listed is not a member of any Colorado
Area. The meetings are listed with World and show up using the meeting lookup tool. I did receive confirmation that the
meeting are happening. The meetings are in Pueblo, so I have listed them with the Southern Area meetings. I encouraged
the representative to contact the Southern Area and supplied to her contact information for the Southern Area. These
meetings are not on the Southern Area Meeting List.
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New Daily Meeting: Mon. - Sat., noon, New Beginning 2
Serenity Unlimited Area of NA (SUANA)
Updates taken from the SUANA meeting list
All meetings were reviewed and the format and accommodation codes were updated.
Thursday, Meeting removed: Moab, Utah the 1:00 p.m. Archway to Recovery meeting
End Meeting Updates made on 01/07/2016
Meeting Updates made on 12/20/2015
Southern Area, received from Dana W. (RCM).
Monday, Time Change: Southside Survivors, from 12:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Monday, Meeting removed: (monday meeting only) Addicts in the Attic
Tuesday, New Meeting: Common Thread in Cañon City, CO
End Updates made on 12/20/2015
Updates made to the Regional Meeting List 12/09/2015
Updated Southern Area Phone line# on web and printable meting list. New # (719) 569-5955.
Off The Wall Area
The following meetings were updated, from the OTW area list,
Greeley, Tuesday, Meeting removed: NA Nooner
Loveland, Saturday, Meeting removed: Never Alone Never Again
Loveland, Friday, Meeting removed: Late Night Live
Loveland, All Live Group Meetings have moved to: 102 E 3rd St, Unity Club. South Door
Fort Collins, Monday, Time Change: No Matter What - O, D, WA, H+ - 301 E. Drake Time Changed From 8:00 PM
Time Change
To: 7:00 PM
End Updates made on 12/09/2015
All prior updates were on the meeting list available at the Nov. 22, 2015 CRSC Meeting.
XVI

AD-HOC REPORT

VOTING REVIEW AD HOC

DISSOLVED

CBDM AD HOC

Good afternoon. The Ad Hoc met on December 19 and January 16. We had very productive meetings. We decided that
CBDM works well in our Region when properly implemented. We also recognized that many Areas do not use CBDM and at
the very least not in the capacity as it used here. As such, the transition from Area to Regional service can be difficult. The
committee believes it is in the best interest of the Region to continue with the basics of our guidelines as written. However,
we believe if the current Guidelines are revised and simplified as it relates to CBDM and elections; they will be easier to
follow. There were many discussions that came out of our meetings. As such, I have a few proposals to present today. We
are still working on the rewording of the Guidelines, but we have come up with what we believe will be beneficial tools for
our trusted servants. Our next meeting is scheduled for February 20 at 12:30 pm at the Lone Tree library. I have added
events through April and reserved meeting rooms for those dates, but I do not believe we will meet beyond March.
Another thing we noticed was the Guidelines were updated, however, according to Guidelines, they are to be presented at
the Assembly for final approval before they are posted on the Web. Although the items updated were already voted on, the
GSRs should have it presented to them so the changes are brought to everyone’s attention before they are simply posted.
XVII
OLD BUSINESS
NO OLD BUSINESS TO REVIEW
XVIII
NEW BUSINESS
Campout elections:
Chair – Leah H. - nominated, qualified, questions and elected 13-0
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COLORADO REGIONAL MEETING MINUTES
January 17, 2016
Treasurer – Jeremy H. – nominated, qualified, questions and elected 14-0
CRCNA elections
Treasurer – no nominations or volunteers
Budget Tier
Tier 3: No opposition, we are now on tier 3 budget
XIX
PROPOSALS
Proposals – ALL MUST BE RATIFIED AT ASSEMBLY
1: eliminate May CRSC meeting, policy change -1 ascent with reservation
2: have treasurer check signature cards are current and conduct annual audit, we have consensus.
3: Put time frame on CRSC meetings, we have consensus.
4: Put time frame on Assembly meetings, we have consensus
5: Web Servant create recurring events on calendar, we have consensus
6: Have CRSC positions submit a questionnaire: proposal tabled
7: Use an administrative handbook at CRSC: proposal tabled
8: $25 to Erin for ink, we have consensus
All proposals are attached
XXI
OPEN DISCUSSION___________
Erin - Will minutes and agendas be on time? Yes
Tawni – Inventory questionnaire for CRSC to fill out ourselves
XXI
ENDING CRSC TREASURER REPORT
Final treasurer report, donate $3K to NAWS
Next meeting on 3/20 at 10am, 1212 Mariposa, Denver

